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Demonstration of the third kind 
 
 
 
Ethiopia is dying day by day we need to change gears and expose who exactly the culprit 
is. Oh no, I am not talking about that tribal dwarf calling himself a prime minister of 
Ethiopia. I am talking about his chameleon masters in Washington DC and London. As 
recorded in history books due to military supremacy the Europeans had an opportunity to 
exploit Africa and they did send  Africans into slavery, classified them in animal terms 
Africans were (still are) perceived as being relatively primitive, being associated to their 
dwellings and lifestyles. Such was considered the yard-stick of their (white race) 
'advancement' by awarding Africans a prevalent stigma on perceived African inferiority. 
Because white people have traveled all over the earth trying to claim new lands as their 
own and were surprised that other people were there to fight for their homelands and 
when they find out hard  to eliminate Africans directly they devise a way to eliminate 
them by recruiting puppets within Africans themselves.  
 
What is happening to Africa is sad very sad indeed, the Anglo-American duo especially 
the neo-colonialist west is killing Africa on purpose, it is not a divide and rule anymore, 
the rooted but unchecked despotic capitalism that runs through various parts of Africa has 
a free ride (who is to stop them) on the continent. They pay little to nothing to the 
Africans and keep them in the dark - hence further increasing the factor by which they 
may be exploited or killed, a trend that is against the African's interest to date. For an 
outside observer it is obvious, that the plan by the west for Africa is a divide and destroy, 
kill, starve and remove them from this miserable earth and let the land be free for the 
Aryan race. As if democracy is for African stone, animals, mountains or rivers instead of 
people, the hypocrite west talks about democracy day and night while their embassies are 
directly involved in local politics dividing and attacking opposition to support their 
puppet dictators. In the process people are dying by starvation and disease in millions 
clearing the land free of natives for them to take over. Let me give you an example, look 
at what they are shouting on Zimbabwe, the daily condemnation and cry of the Anglo-
American governments. The state of Zimbabwe is not a sudden pop-up on planet earth 
today; it was there before with the same Mugabe as a leader. The only difference is he is 
an African leader who has the guts to try to distribute Zimbabwean large tract of farm 
land owned by the few colonial whites who stayed behind after colonialism was kicked 
out by children of Zimbabwe to the right owners of the land, the Zimbabweans. But oh 
no, he doesn’t, does he? How dare he take the land of few white settlers whose father 
managed to occupy by shading the blood of hundreds of thousands of Africans to capture 
it? He has to go, find a puppet and let’s crown him and take over the land. That is 
happening in front of our own eyes. What do you call this other than pure racism? What 
about Ethiopia? Their number one puppet killing Ethiopians left and right, rigging 
elections, spreading ethnicism, selling Ethiopian territories to the highest bidder? How 
does the Anglo-American system see him? “Yes he is a democrat a new generation leader 
among others African puppet dictators including Musevini of Uganda and Kagame of 
Rwanda. These are our boys (home boys that is) they can do what we ask (tell) them, no 
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negative news for them, they are ours, if we help them they will clear those Ethiopians 
(Africans) from the land of Africa within few decades making it ready for the chosen 
Aryan race.” Again what do you call this other than racism, double standard and 
hypocrisy? Almost every institution including the Catholic Church which played a major 
role in the rise of racist agenda blessed fascists to kill Ethiopians (Africans) now geared 
as evangelists brainwashing the youth by dangling dollar in Addis Ababa or elsewhere in 
Africa. Child molesters by the name of religion let loose in the streets of cities trapping 
children to teach them religion? (Ye Abayn lij wuha temaw). I can go on and on but you 
know the whole story. 
 
Let’s call a spade a spade this sham has to end let’s tell them they are racists no 
diplomatic approach ever worked, no amount of begging ever turned their head to help 
us. We should put it to the world’s attention that what is happening to Ethiopia is pure 
racism by Anglo-American duo. I have an idea (from my old Ethiopian made wooden 
Sanduk ) that can bring the world’s attention immediately on those racists. This involves 
all stage demonstration specially the ones around Washington DC and London. Let the 
demonstrators paint their full face white not the human white color but paper white and 
write a letter to whom we are demonstrating stating that our country is ravaged by a 
dictator supported by Angelo-American governments. Demonstrate to the UN, to EU, 
Congress, petition the white house, to foreign embassies, the World Bank, IMF whatever. 
Everyone will ask what is the face about? Demonstrators should reply, our country is 
dying and we asked for help many time before but never get a response. Now we are 
white and part of you, we assume you will help us free our country from the ravage. 
Don’t worry about politically correct move, just do it. I am telling you this is a bold move 
that can bring success. The media will pick this up (as a bride groom picks up his bride 
to the bedroom in his wedding night) and the news will be all over the world “Ethiopians 
paint their face white and demonstrated in front of the white house” reads the 
headline of every newspaper. That my friends will put shame to the culprit’s face and 
there is no better way of calling a spade a spade. 
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